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Abstract. The HMQV protocols are ‘hashed variants’ of the MQV key agreement protocols. They
were introduced at CRYPTO 2005 by Krawczyk, who claimed that the HMQV protocols have very
significant advantages over their MQV counterparts: (i) security proofs under reasonable assump-
tions in the (extended) Canetti-Krawczyk model for key exchange; and (ii) superior performance in
some situations.

In this paper we demonstrate that the HMQV protocols are insecure by presenting realistic attacks
in the Canetti-Krawczyk model that recover a victim’s static private key. We propose HMQV-1,
patched versions of the HMQV protocols that resists our attacks (but do not have any performance
advantages over MQV). We also identify some fallacies in the security proofs for HMQV, critique
the security model, and raise some questions about the assurances that proofs in this model can
provide.
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1 Introduction

The MQV protocols [28] are a family of efficient Diffie-Hellman authenticated proto-
cols that have been widely standardized [2, 3, 19, 20, 37]. The two-pass protocol in
this family (which is what the term “the MQV protocol” sometimes refers to) provides
implicit key authentication. A three-pass variant adds key confirmation, thus providing
explicit key authentication, while a one-pass variant is useful for applications such as
email where only the sender may be online. The protocols were designed to meet a
variety of security goals even in the presence of active attacks.

The security of the MQV protocols has been intensively studied since 1995. How-
ever, until recently there was no attempt to ‘prove’ that the protocols actually meet
their security objectives. In a recent paper (see [26] and the expanded version [27]),
Krawczyk undertook the ambitious task of trying to prove the security of the MQV
protocols in the Canetti-Krawczyk model for key exchange [14, 15, 16]. This model
provides a formal security definition by carefully specifying the capabilities and goals
of an attacker.

Krawczyk’s analysis of MQV [26, 27] resulted in his concluding that “. . . MQV
falls to a variety of attacks in [the Canetti-Krawczyk] model that invalidate its basic
security as well as many of its stated security goals” and “. . . raises clear concerns
about the security of the protocol. . . ” He then proceeded to modify the MQV protocols
to produce HMQV, a ‘hashed variant’ that “. . . provides the same superb performance
and functionality of the original protocol but for which all the MQV security goals
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can be formally proved to hold in the random oracle model under the computational
Diffie-Hellman assumption.”

The HMQV protocols are no less efficient than their MQV counterparts because the
additional hashing performed takes negligible time compared to the group exponen-
tiations. In fact, the HMQV protocols are significantly faster in some cases because
they dispense with the potentially expensive public-key validations that are mandated
in MQV. An important result stated in [26, 27] is that this performance improvement
of HMQV is provennot to affect security in any way.

We show in§2 of this paper that the omission of public-key validation in the HMQV
protocols is a fatal security weakness. We accomplish this by presenting small-subgroup
attacks that let an attacker recover a victim’s static private key. Our attacks on the
HMQV protocols are more realistic and have much more damaging consequences than
any of the proposed attacks on MQV in [26, 27]. Our attacks can be circumvented
by requiring that all public keys be validated, leading to new variants of the HMQV
protocols that we call Patched HMQV (HMQV-1). As a consequence of reinstating
public-key validation, the HMQV-1 protocols no longer have any performance advan-
tages over their MQV counterparts. We also present an unknown-key share attack on
the one-pass HMQV-1 protocol which demonstrates a deficiency in the binding be-
tween the identities of the communicating parties and the key derivation.

In §3 we identify some flaws in the security proofs given in [27]. We critique some
aspects of the Canetti-Krawczyk model, and discuss the difficulty of obtaining security
reductions in this model that are meaningful in practice.

In §4 the purported attacks on MQV that were listed in [26, 27] are analyzed and
critiqued. The paper concludes with some remarks in§5.

2 The HMQV key agreement protocols

Let G′ be a multiplicatively-written abelian group of orderN , and letG = 〈g〉 be a
subgroup ofG′ of prime orderq. We callG themain groupandG′ thesupergroup. The
integerh = N/q is called thecofactor. We assume that gcd(h, q) = 1, from which it
follows thatG is the unique subgroup ofG′ having orderq. The fundamental security
requirement that determines the suitability of a group for implementing Diffie-Hellman
key agreement protocols is that the discrete logarithm problem (DLP) inG should be
intractable. Groups arising from finite fields and from elliptic curves are the only ones
presently in widespread use.

In finite field systems,G′ is the multiplicative groupZ∗
p of a prime fieldZp andG

is the subgroup of orderq for some prime divisorq of p− 1. As in DSA, the primesp
andq are usually chosen so that the bitlength ofq is considerably smaller than that of
p. This is because the DLP inZ∗

p can be solved using index-calculus methods whose
running times are subexponential inp, whereas the best algorithms known for solving
the DLP directly inG have running timeO(√q). If p andq are selected in this way,
then the cofactorh is much larger thanq. For example, to achieve an 80-bit security
level1 against discrete logarithm attacks, one might take the bitlengths ofp andq to be

1A k-bit security levelmeans that an attacker is expected to expend at least 2k effort before it can solve a
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1024 and 160, respectively; in this case the cofactorh has bitlength about 864.
In elliptic curve systems,G′ is the group of pointsE(L) on an elliptic curveE

defined over a finite fieldL, andG is a subgroup ofE(L) of prime orderq.2 Elliptic
curves of (almost) prime order can be easily found, so in practice the cofactorh is very
small. For example, the 15 NIST-recommended elliptic curves [18] haveh = 1, 2 or 4.

2.1 Protocol descriptions

The least non-negative residue of an integerx modulot is denoted bybxct. The fol-
lowing notation is from [27] and will be used throughout this paper.

Â, B̂ Identities of two communicating parties.
a, b Static private keys of̂A andB̂; a, b ∈R [1, q − 1].
A,B Static public keys ofÂ andB̂; A = ga, B = gb.
x, y Ephemeral private keys of̂A andB̂; x, y ∈R [1, q − 1].
X, Y Ephemeral public keys of̂A andB̂; X = gx, Y = gy.
H A hash function.
H An l-bit hash function, wherel = (blog2 qc+ 1)/2.
MAC Message authentication code algorithm.
Km MAC key.
K Session key.

The identitiesÂ andB̂ may also include certificates for their respective static public
keys.

2.1.1 Description of two-pass HMQV

The parties exchange their identifiers and ephemeral public keys. That is,Â sends
(Â, B̂,X) to B̂, while B̂ sends(B̂, Â, Y ) to Â. Then Â checks3 that Y 6= 0 and
computes theshared secret

σÂ = (Y Be)x+da, (2.1)

while B̂ checks thatX 6= 0 and computes

σB̂ = (XAd)y+eb, (2.2)

where
d = H(X, B̂) and e = H(Y, Â). (2.3)

Notice thatσÂ = σB̂ = g(x+da)(y+eb), and so both parties can compute thesession key
K = H(σÂ) = H(σB̂).

computational problem or defeat the security objectives of a protocol.
2The elliptic curve group law is usually written additively, but in this paper we shall use multiplicative notation

for the sake of consistency.
3If G′ is the multiplicative group of a finite field, then the element 0 in checks such as “Y 6= 0” refers to the

zero element of the finite field. However, since the HMQV protocols are described for generic cyclic groupsG,
such checks are not well defined since it is not clear what is meant by the element “0”.
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2.1.2 Description of three-pass HMQV

Three-pass HMQV adds key confirmation to the two-pass HMQV protocol. After re-
ceiving (Â, B̂,X) from the initiatorÂ, the responder̂B checks thatX 6= 0, com-
putesσB̂, Km = H(σB̂ , 0), K = H(σB̂ , 1), and sends(B̂, Â, Y, MACKm(“1” )) to Â.
Upon receipt of this message,Â checks thatY 6= 0, computesσÂ, Km = H(σÂ, 0),
K = H(σB̂ , 1). Â verifies the MAC tag received, and sends MACKm(“0” ) to B̂.
Finally, B̂ verifies the latter MAC tag.

2.1.3 Description of one-pass HMQV

In one-pass key agreement protocols, only the sender can contribute an ephemeral
public key. In one-pass HMQV, the senderÂ transmits the single message(Â, B̂,X)
to B̂. Let d = H(X, Â, B̂). The session key computed bŷA is K = H(Bx+da), while
B̂ computes the same key (after checking thatX 6= 0) asK = H((XAd)b).

2.2 The insecurity of HMQV

We present ‘small-subgroup attacks’ on all three versions of HMQV described in§2.1.
The adversary’s actions in all these attacks are legitimate in that they are allowable
within the Canetti-Krawczyk security model (cf.§3.1). The attacks have the most
damaging consequences possible since the attacker is able to learn the victim’s static
private key.

Our attacks exploit the omission in the HMQV protocols of public-key validation of
static and ephemeral public keys. That is, the receiver of an elementX does not take
any steps to verify thatX is indeed an element of orderq in the main groupG – the
only required check isX 6= 0. Also, a certification authority who issues a certificate to
partyÂ for its static public keyA does not take any steps to verify thatA is an element
of order q in G. These omissions are by design rather than by accident. They are
desirable because the parties and certification authority do not have to perform costly
exponentiations byq to verify that a supergroup element is also inG, and also because
some certification authorities may not be configured to do such tests [27]. In [27]
proofs are claimed that all three versions of HMQV are secure without these checks.
Our attacks demonstrate that the security proofs must be fallacious. Some errors in the
proofs will be identified in§3.2.

2.2.1 Attack on one-pass HMQV

The attackerÂ, who wishes to learn̂B’s static private key, selects an elementγ ∈ G′

of order t for some small prime divisort 6= q of N . (Recall thatN is the order of
the supergroupG′.) Here by ‘small’ we mean that̂A can feasibly performt group
operations and hash function evaluations. The attacker selectsa ∈ [1, t−1], and obtains
a certificate for her static public keyA = γa. She then selectsx ∈ [1, t− 1], computes
X = γx, and sends(Â, B̂,X) to B̂. Upon receipt,B̂ verifies thatX 6= 0 and computes
the session keyK = H((XAd)b) = H((γx+da)b) whered = H(X, Â, B̂). Next, Â
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learnsK by issuing a session-key query4 and computesβ = γx+da. Â then computes
K ′ = H(βc) for c = 0, 1, 2, . . . , t− 1 until K ′ = K. When the latter condition is met,
Â knows thatc = bbct. After repeating this procedure for several different primest,
the valueb can be easily determined by the Chinese Remainder Theorem.

2.2.2 Feasibility of the attack

We first note that session-key queries are allowable in the Canetti-Krawczyk model.
However, in practiceÂ may not even have to issue a session-key query. For example,
if B̂ were to subsequently send̂A an authenticated message(m,T = MACK(m)), then
Â could determinebbct by iteratively computingK ′ = H(βc) andT ′ = MACK′(m)
for c = 0, 1, 2, . . . until T ′ = T . As before,Â then deduces thatc = bbct.

Is it reasonable to expect thatN/q has several small prime factors? In the case of
DSA-like parameters, the cofactorh = (p − 1)/q is large and thus one can expect it
to have several small prime factors ifp andq were randomly generated. However, if
it happens that(p − 1)/q does not have several small prime factors, the extreme case
occurring when(p− 1)/q is twice a prime, then the attack cannot be mounted.

In the case of elliptic curve groups, we have noted that the cofactorh is very small,
and sometimesh = 1, so the attack as described above will generally fail. How-
ever,Â has the option of mounting aninvalid-curve attack[4] which we describe next.
Suppose thatG′ = E(L) whereE is an elliptic curve defined over a finite fieldL.
The attacker selects an elliptic curveE′ defined overL whose Weierstrass equation
y2 +a1xy+a3y = x3 +a2x

2 +a4x+a6 differs fromE’s only in the coefficienta6, and
such that the order ofE′(L) contains a prime factort of the desired size. Then, as ob-
served by Biehl, Meyer and M̈uller [10], the usual formulas for adding points inE(L)
do not involvea6 and thus are identical to the formulas for adding points inE′(L). If Â
selects order-t pointsX, A ∈ E′(L) andB̂ does not check whetherX, A ∈ E(L), then
B̂ will successfully compute(XAd)b ∈ E′(L) and the attack can proceed as before.
Unlike in the case of DSA-like groups, the invalid-curve attack with elliptic curves
is certain to succeed since there is an abundance of elliptic curves overL with group
orders divisible by small primes.

We note thatE′(L) is not a supergroup of the main group ofE(L). One could per-
haps argue that the HMQV specification implicitly required the recipient of an element
X to check that it belongs to the supergroupE(L), thus thwarting the attack. However,
we maintain that it is reasonable to suppose that this check isnot likely to be performed
since points inE′(L) are represented in the same way as points inE(L),5 and since
the HMQV specification [27] explicitly states that no checks are required other than
X 6= 0.

4A well-designed key agreement protocol should achieve its security goals even if an attacker is able to
learn some session keys. This is because a key agreement protocol cannot guarantee that session keys won’t
be subsequently used in insecure applications (e.g., to encrypt messages with a weak symmetric-key encryption
scheme).

5For example, ifL = F2m , then a point inE(L) or E′(L) is represented by a pair of bitstrings of lengthm.
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2.2.3 Attack on two-pass HMQV

As in the attack on one-pass HMQV, the attackerÂ selects an elementγ ∈ G′ of order
t, selects a static public keyA = γa, and sends an ephemeral public keyX = γx to
B̂. While B̂ is computing the session key,̂A issues a state-reveal query6 and learns
B̂’s ephemeral private keyy. After B̂ has computedβ = XAd and the session key
K = H(βy+eb), Â learnsK via a session-key query. NoŵA can obtainc = bbct by
iteratively computingK ′ = H(βy+ec) for c = 0, 1, 2, . . . until K ′ = K.

This attack is not as realistic as the attack on one-pass HMQV since a state-reveal
query is required. Nonetheless, it is relevant to our analysis of the claims in [27], which
include the author’s claim to haveprovenresistance of two-pass HMQV to damage
from leakage of ephemeral private keys.7

2.2.4 Lattice attack on two-pass HMQV

The attack in§2.2.3 assumes that̂B does not reduce the exponenty + eb prior to
computingβy+eb. This assumption is reasonable because the HMQV specification
does not requirey + eb to be reduced. Moreover, it is not at all clear howB̂ should
reducey + eb because the order ofβ is unknown toB̂ (sinceX andA are not validated
as belonging to the main groupG of orderq). Nonetheless, one can expect thatB̂ will
reduce the exponenty + eb in order to accelerate the computation ofβy+eb. So, let us
suppose that̂B computesβs wheres = by + ebcq. Then the following small-subgroup
attack can be mounted.

The attackerÂ selectsA = γa andX = γx, whereγ ∈ G′ has ordert = 2r for
some smallr (e.g.,r = 6). Â then learnsy andK = H(βs) through state-reveal and
session-key queries, respectively. Now,Â can determinebsct by exhaustive search,
thereby obtaining ther least significant bits ofs. After repeating this procedure a few
times (e.g., 30 times),̂A can use the lattice attack of Leadbitter and Smart8 [29] (see
also [31]) to find thef/2 most significant bits ofb; heref is the bitlength ofq. The
remainingf/2 bits of b can then be found inO(q1/4) steps using Pollard’s lambda
method [34].

2.2.5 Attacks on three-pass HMQV

The attacks on three-pass HMQV are similar to the ones on two-pass HMQV in§2.2.3
and §2.2.4 except that a session-key query is not needed. This is becauseÂ learns
MACKm(“1” ) from B̂’s response, and can use this tag to recognize a correct guess for
bbct or bsct.

6State-reveal queries capture the possibility of an attacker learning some secret information such as ephemeral
private keys that are specific to a particular session. Such queries do not reveal static private keys.

7In [26, 27], the author points out that resistance of Diffie-Hellman protocols to damage from the disclosure
of ephemeral private keys is ‘a prime security concern’. This is because many applications can be expected to
precompute ephemeral pairs(x, X) and(y, Y ) in order to improve performance, and these stored pairs become
more vulnerable to disclosure.

8The Leadbitter-Smart lattice attack does not require complete knowledge ofy; it only needs ther least
significant bits ofy.
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2.3 Patched HMQV (HMQV-1)

Our small-subgroup attacks on the HMQV protocols are thwarted if public keys are
validated as mandated in MQV [28]. That is, the certification authority should verify
that a party’s static public keyA is indeed an element of orderq in the main group
G before issuing a certificate. Similarly, the recipient of an ephemeral public keyX
should verify thatX is an element of orderq in G before proceeding with the next step
of the protocol.

If the cofactorh is small, as is the case with elliptic curve groups, the computational
cost of ephemeral public-key validation can be reduced significantly by requiring only
that the recipientB̂ of X verify that X ∈ G′ and that(σB̂)h 6= 1 before computing
the session keyH((σB̂)h).9 This process is called ‘embedded’ public-key validation
in [28].

2.4 Unknown-key share attack on one-pass HMQV-1

In an unknown-key share (UKS) attack, first formulated by Diffie, van Oorschot and
Wiener [17], an adversary interferes witĥA’s andB̂’s communications. The result is
that Â andB̂ still compute the same session key. However, even thoughÂ correctly
believes the key is shared witĥB, B̂ mistakenly believes that the key is shared with a
third partyĈ 6∈ {Â, B̂}.

One-pass HMQV-1 succumbs to the following online UKS attack; such attacks were
first mounted by Kaliski on the two-pass MQV protocol [22]. PartyÂ transmits the
message(Â, B̂,X) and computes the session keyK = H(Bx+da). The message is
intercepted by the adversarŷC, who selects an arbitrary integeru ∈ [1, q − 1] and
computesX ′ = XAdg−u, d′ = H(X ′, Ĉ, B̂), andC = gu(d′)−1 modq. Ĉ registersC
as her static public key (withc = u(d′)−1 modq being the corresponding static private
key), and then transmits(Ĉ, B̂,X ′) to B̂. Note thatX ′ andC are valid public keys.
PartyB̂ then computes the shared secret

(X ′Cd′)b = (XAdg−u(gu(d′)−1
)d′)b = (XAdg−ugu)b = (XAd)b = Bx+da.

ThusB̂ computes the same session keyK asÂ, even thoughB̂ believes that the key is
shared withĈ.

A similar UKS attack can also be mounted on the variant of one-pass HMQV-1 sug-
gested in [27, Remark 9.1] wherebŷA andB̂ compute the shared secret as(BBe)x+da

and(XAd)b+eb respectively, whered = H(X, Â, B̂) ande = H(B, B̂, Â). To mount
the attack, the adversarŷC interceptsÂ’s message(Â, B̂,X) and replaces it with
(Ĉ, B̂,X ′) whereX ′ = (XAdg−u)(1+e)(1+e′)−1

, e′ = H(B, B̂, Ĉ), d′ = H(X ′, Ĉ, B̂),
andC = gu(d′)−1(1+e)(1+e′)−1

. Once again,̂A andB̂ compute the same session key even
thoughB̂ believes that the key is shared witĥC.

These UKS attacks illustrate the unsuitability of one-pass HMQV-1 for use as an
authenticated CCA encryption scheme or as a verifier-specific signature scheme as

9Thus, contrary to what is stated in [27], it is not the case that ephemeral public-key validation is always as
costly as a full exponentiation inG.
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described in [27]. The UKS attacks are thwarted if the identifiersÂ andB̂ are included
in the key derivation function, i.e.,K = H(σ, Â, B̂).

3 Critique of the formal analysis in [27]

Formal analysis of a cryptographic protocol entails the following steps.

(i) (security model) Providing a clear specification of the capabilities of an adversary
and how it interacts with honest parties.

(ii) (security definition) Providing a clear description of the goals of the adversary.
(iii) (security proof) Proving that the only way an adversary can meet its goals is by

solving a computational problem that is widely believed to be intractable.

The proof in step (iii) typically takes the form of areduction, whereby one shows
how a (hypothetical) adversary who succeeds in its task can be used to solve the hard
computational problem with little additional effort.10

The declaration that a cryptographic protocol is ‘provably secure’ should always be
met with a healthy dose of skepticism. First, one should verify that the security model
and definition are the ‘right’ ones, i.e., they accurately capture the capabilities of at-
tackers that one could expect in the environments in which the protocol will eventually
be deployed. Second, the proof should be checked for correctness. This step is no-
toriously difficult since the proofs are typically long, complicated, and often poorly
written. History has shown that subtle flaws may take years to be discovered. Indeed,
Stern [38] has proposed adding a validation step to any security proof:

Also, the fact that proofs themselves need time to be validated through
public discussion was somehow overlooked.

Finally, one should carefully consider what the proof actually means, i.e., what assur-
ances are actually provided when the protocol is deployed. This step involves exam-
ining the reasonableness of the stated assumptions, and performing aconcrete security
analysis. The next paragraph elaborates on this last point.

About ten years ago, Bellare and Rogaway (see [6]) developed the notion of “practice-
oriented provable security”. As a result of their work there was a greater awareness
of the need to quantify the aforementioned ‘additional effort’ expended in a security
reduction. The measure of this additional effort, obtained through a concrete (non-
asymptotic) security analysis, could then be used to provide concrete recommendations
about keylengths. If the additional effort is relatively small, then the reduction is said
to betight and the security of the protocol is closely linked to the hardness of the re-
lated computational problem. For example, if there is a tight reduction from the DLP
in a groupG to the breaking of a protocol, then the protocol attains an 80-bit security
level if the parameters forG are selected so that the best algorithms known for solving
the DLP inG take about 280 operations. On the other hand, a non-tight reduction only

10The effort includes the number of times the adversary is invoked; here we are thinking of the adversary as a
computer program.
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assures us that the protocol has an 80-bit security level if the parameters forG are se-
lected so that the best DLP solvers require significantly more than 280 operations. The
latter assurance can be achieved only by using significantly larger group parameters, a
direct consequence of which is slower performance.

In the remainder of this section we provide a critique of various aspects of the
HMQV security proofs given in [27].

3.1 Security model and definition

In a series of papers, Canetti and Krawczyk [14, 15, 16] carefully developed security
models and definitions for key establishment. Their model corrected shortcomings in
previous attempts (e.g., [9, 11, 7, 36]), and at present is widely accepted as being the
‘right’ one.

In the Canetti-Krawczyk model, the attacker controls all communications between
honest parties. Through ‘corrupt’, ‘session-key’ and ‘state-reveal’ queries, she is even
able to learn the static private keys of some parties, learn session keys, and learn certain
secret information that is associated with a particular session. Her goal is to learn
something about a session key that she cannot deduce by trivial means (e.g. through a
session-key query). The thesis is that the Canetti-Krawczyk model captures all realistic
attacks in an open network such as the Internet.

However, one should be careful not to be lulled into a false sense of security since
there may be desirable security attributes which are not adequately addressed by the
model.

As an example, consider the case of key-compromise impersonation (KCI) attacks.
In these attacks, first studied by Just and Vaudenay [21], the adversary learns a party
Â’s static private key and then tries to impersonate another honest partyB̂ to Â. Resis-
tance to KCI attacks is important in situations where an attacker wishes to obtain some
information possessed bŷA, who is only willing to divulge this information tôB (and
where the attacker is not able to obtainB̂’s static private key). The Canetti-Krawczyk
model did not cover resistance to KCI attacks, and hence protocols proved secure in the
model have to be examined on a case-by-case basis for KCI resistance. For example,
the ISO [14] and SIGMA [25] protocols would appear to resist KCI attacks, while the
Boyd-Mao-Paterson [12] protocol does not. This deficiency in the Canetti-Krawczyk
model has apparently been addressed by Krawczyk [27].

Another deficiency of the Canetti-Krawczyk model is that it does not account for
the security of a session for which a state-reveal query has been issued — only the
security ofothersessions is considered. This deficiency was recognized in [27] where
the security of HMQV session keys that were derived using compromised ephemeral
private keys is analyzed.

One should also be aware that the Canetti-Krawczyk model does not account for
most kinds of secret-information leakage, e.g., partial information about the static pri-
vate key that may be obtainable through side-channel attacks that analyze power con-
sumption [24] or electromagnetic radiation [1]. An example of an attack on MQV (and
HMQV-1) that is not considered in the Canetti-Krawczyk model is the side-channel
attack of Leadbitter and Smart [29] (cf.§2.2.4) whereby a static private keyb can be
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deduced from the least significant bits of some ephemeral private keysy and the least
significant bits of the associated secret valuess = by + ebcq.

Krawczyk [27] states that the potentially expensive procedure of public-key valida-
tion can be omitted if one is certain that private keysy are never revealed. However,
as observed in§2.2.4, a small-subgroup attack that recovers the static private keyb
can be launched on two-pass and three-pass HMQV if the attacker can learn a small
number of the least significant bits of each ephemeral secrety. Hence, omitting public-
key validation makes two-pass and three-pass HMQVmorevulnerable to side-channel
attacks since an attacker only needs to obtain the least significant bits ofy through a
side channel. (The least significant bits of the associated secret valuess do not have
to be gathered using a side channel, but instead can be deduced using the method de-
scribed in§2.2.4.) Thus the performance improvement that can be achieved by omitting
public-key validation does not seem justifiable, especially in the case of elliptic curve
groups where the cost of embedded public-key validation is negligible (cf.§2.3). It is
interesting that our conclusion about the performance-security trade-off for public-key
validation in two-pass and three-pass HMQV, which is based on concrete cryptanalysis
and other practical considerations, is different from the conclusion derived from the
proof-driven design methodology of [27].

The state-reveal query is indeed useful for modeling some realistic scenarios such as
the loss of ephemeral private keys. However, in the Canetti-Krawczyk model each item
that is the result of some intermediate calculation involving secret data must be speci-
fied as either being in highly secure memory (whose contents are only accessible via a
corrupt query), or belonging to less-secure memory (whose contents are accessible via
either a state-reveal query or a corrupt query). This distinction is potentially mislead-
ing because implementors may be lulled by a provable security result into thinking that
there is no possible risk in performing certain calculations in less-secure memory, and
this may increase their exposure to side-channel and other attacks.

3.2 The proofs

The HMQV security proof in [27] has two steps. First, an ‘exponential challenge-
response’ signature scheme XCR is defined and proven secure under the computational
Diffie-Hellman (CDH) assumption. Second, the security of XCR (actually a ‘dual’ ver-
sion of XCR) is proven to imply the security of HMQV. The reduction in the first step is
relatively straightforward, but the second reduction is extremely long and complicated.

In the XCR scheme, a verifier̂A selectsx ∈R [0, q − 1] and sends the challenge
X = gx and a messagem to the signerB̂. B̂ responds by selectingy ∈R [0, q − 1] and
sending the signature(Y = gy, σ = Xy+eb) to Â wheree = H(Y, m) and(B, b) is B̂’s
static key pair. The signature is accepted byÂ provided thatY 6= 0 andσ = (Y Be)x.
XCR signatures are different from ordinary digital signatures. In particular,Â cannot
convince a third party that̂B generated a signature(Y, σ) for messagem and challenge
X becauseÂ could have generated this signature herself.

The HCR signature scheme [27] is a slight variant of XCR where the second signa-
ture component is hashed; i.e.,B̂’s HCR signature is(Y, H(σ)) instead of(Y, σ). The
HCR scheme is proven secure under the Gap Diffie-Hellman (GDH) and ‘KEA1’ as-
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sumptions even if the attacker learns the ephemeral secretsy for eachY . The security
of HCR is then proven to imply the security of HMQV even if the attacker is able to
deduce ephemeral private keysx andy via state-reveal queries.

The security proofs for XCR and HCR both have flaws which arise because neither
XCR nor HCR perform any validation of static or ephemeral public keys (other than
the checkY 6= 0). We identify these flaws next.

3.2.1 Flaw in the XCR proof

In the reduction of CDH to XCR forgeries (Figure 3 of [26] and Figure 4 of [27]), the
simulatorC responds to an XCR-forgerF ’s query(X, m) with (Y = gs/Be, σ = Xs)
wheres ∈R [0, q−1] ande ∈R {0, 1}l. However, this response is in generalnota valid
one if X 6∈ G. To see this, suppose that the order ofX is t 6= q. Suppose also that
the signer does not reducey + eb moduloq prior to computingXy+eb. A legitimate
response to a challenge(X, m) is of the form(Y = gy, σ) where logX σ = by + ebct.
But this relation is in general not satisfied by(Y , σ) sincey = bs− ebcq and logX σ =
bsct, and

s 6≡ bs− ebcq + eb (mod t)

in general. HenceC’s response toF ’s query is not correct, and consequently the sub-
sequent behaviour ofF cannot be predicted.

This particular flaw in the XCR proof is eliminated if the XCR protocol insists that
the signer reducey + eb to its least non-negative residue moduloq before computing
Xy+eb.

3.2.2 Flaw in the HCR proof

In the reduction of GDH to HCR forgeries (Figure 6 of [27]), the simulatorC cannot
respond to a challenge(X, m) if X 6∈ G. This is because it needs to decide whether
CDH(X, B) = (σ/Xy)1/e for certainσ ∈ G, but its DDH-oracle assumes that the
inputsX, B are inG – indeed CDH(X, B) is not even defined ifX 6∈ G andB ∈ G.

3.2.3 Attacks on XCR and HCR

We observe that the XCR and HCR schemes are insecure if the signer does not verify
that challengesX are in the main groupG and if the attacker can learn ephemeral
private keysy.11

In the case wherêB does not reduce exponentsy+eb prior to computingXy+eb, the
attacker would select a challengeX ∈ G′ of small ordert 6= q. SinceB̂ responds with
(Y, Xy+eb) or (Y,H(Xy+eb)), the attacker knowingy can computebbct by exhaustive
search.

In the case wherêB first computess = by + ebcq and thenXs, the attacker would
select several challengesX ∈ G′ of small ordert = 2r, and thereafter learn ther
least significant bits ofs from B̂’s responses. If the attacker can also learn ther least

11This answers the question posed in Remark 4.5 of [27] about the security of XCR in the face of ephemeral
private key revelations.
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significant bits of the corresponding numbersy, then she can compute thef/2 most
significant bits ofb using the Leadbitter-Smart lattice attack.

Dan Brown [13] found the following ‘large subgroup attack’ on XCR in the case
where exponentsy + eb are reduced moduloq. The attackerÂ selects an element
X ∈ G′ of smooth ordert > q; for DSA-like parameters, Banks and Shparlinski [5]
showed that such an elementX exists with non-negligible probability. Upon receiving
Xs from B̂, Â can use the Pohlig-Hellman algorithm [32] to determines′ = bsct.
Sincet > q, we haves′ = s. If Â can also learny through a state-reveal query, thenÂ
can easily computeb = b(s− y)e−1cq.

These particular attacks on XCR and HCR can all be defeated by performing vali-
dation on challengesX.

3.2.4 Security of HMQV-1

As noted in§2.3, the patched HMQV-1 protocols are resistant to our small-subgroup
attacks because key validation is performed. Furthermore, the flaws in the HMQV
proofs in [27] that were identified above are no longer pertinent. It remains to be seen
whether the remainder of the proofs for two-pass HMQV-1 and three-pass HMQV-1
are correct, and whether new reductions can be found that are tight enough to provide
meaningful assurances about the security of these protocols.

The UKS attacks described in§2.4 show that the one-pass HMQV-1 protocol must
be modified if resistance to such attacks is desired.

3.3 Interpreting the proofs

Previous security proofs for key agreement protocols in the Canetti-Krawczyk model
(e.g., see [14, 15, 16]) are all missing a concrete security analysis. This omission is
partly because the analysis would be quite tedious since it would have to track several
parameters including the number of honest parties, the number of sessions a party can
be engaged in, and the number of hash function queries if the random oracle assumption
is being invoked. It would appear that these reductions are not at all tight, therefore
diminishing the practical value of the security proofs.

The HMQV security proof in [27] does not include a concrete security analysis.
However, such an analysis is presented for the security proof of the XCR signature
scheme. (Recall that this is the first step of the HMQV security proof.) The XCR
security proof takes place in the random oracle model, and the forking lemma [33] is
invoked. The result in [27], based on the analysis of the forking lemma in [33], is that
the existence of an attacker who works in time at mostT , presents at mostQ queries
to anl-bit hash functionH, and produces a forgery with probability at leastε, implies
the existence of a CDH solver that runs in expected time

T ′ ≤ 217QT/ε (3.1)

provided thatε ≥ 7Q/2l.
The following analysis is from [23, Section 5.5]. Suppose for simplicity thatε ≈ 1.

There is no justification for assuming that the number of hash function queries the
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forger makes is bounded by anything other than the forger’s running timeT . Thus
(3.1) simplifies toT ′ ≤ 217T 2. For the remaining analysis, we takeT ′ ≈ 217T 2. Since
Pollard’s rho method for finding discrete logarithms in the main groupG has expected
running time

√
q, the security reduction is only meaningful ifT ′ ≈ 217T 2 � √

q.
Suppose now that the main groupG is an order-q subgroup of the multiplicative group
Z∗

p. Then for XCR to be assured an 80-bit security level one would have to select
roughly a 354-bitq and a 7000-bitp (see [30]). Such parameter sizes would be too
inefficient to be used in practice. On the other hand, if we insist on efficiency and use
1024-bitp and 160-bitq, then the security proof only guarantees that forgers whose
running times are less than 231.5 do not exist; this is a totally useless level of security.

If we analyze the extremely non-tight HMQV security proof, we find that the as-
surances it provides are even worse than those that follow from the non-tight XCR
proof.

4 The MQV key agreement protocols

Section 3.2 of [27], entitled ‘Insecurity of MQV’, examined the MQV protocols in
the Canetti-Krawczyk model to determine whether the protocols possess the security
properties that were informally stated in [28]. Seven weaknesses and explicit attacks
were identified to demonstrate that some of the most essential security properties were
not satisfied in general. We briefly revisit the seven attacks and explain why they are
irrelevant in practice. We begin by reviewing the MQV protocols.

For simplicity, we only consider the MQV protocols in the case whereG′ is the
group of points on an elliptic curve and the cofactorh is small; some details are omitted
for the sake of brevity. The (two-pass) MQV protocol as described in [28] differs from
HMQV in the following ways.

(i) The certification authority must verify that static public keys are non-identity
elements in the main groupG.

(ii) The recipient of an ephemeral public keyX must verify thatX ∈ G′ andX 6= 1,
check thatσh 6= 1, and compute the session key asK = H(σh).

(iii) The integersd ande are derived from thel least significant bits of thex-coordina-
tes ofX andY respectively.

In the three-pass MQV protocol, the MAC tags transmitted are MACKm(“2” , B̂, Â,
Y,X) and MACKm

(“3” , Â, B̂,X, Y ).

The seven weaknesses and explicit attacks identified in [26, 27] are the following:

(1) Resistance to basic impersonation attacks.The observation is made that since
the calculation ofσ = g(x+da)(y+eb) in MQV depends on the representation chosen
for elements ofG, some implementations of MQV may be weak because of a poor
selection of representation. For example, if a representation is chosen where thel least
significant bits of allx-coordinates of elliptic curve points are constant, then MQV
falls to impersonation attacks – an attacker who selectsx and sends(Â, B̂, gx/gda) to
B̂, can easily compute the resulting session keyK = H((gx)y+eb).
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Of course, such contrived group representations would never arise in practice (and
are certainly not allowed in standards such as [2, 3, 37] that specify the bit representa-
tions of group elements). The observation does illustrate that MQV cannot be proven
secure for generic prime-order groups, but this can hardly be called an ‘attack’.

(2) Prime-order testing and exponentiation performance. This is not an attack,
but rather the observation that the validation of ephemeral public keys may require an
expensive exponentiation.

(3) Validation of long-term public keys. This too is not an attack, but the observa-
tion that validation of static public keys imposes an extra requirement on certification
authorities.

HMQV was designed to address the perceived weaknesses in MQV raised in the first
three points. That is, HMQV was described using generic prime-order groups (and so it
isn’t clear whether checksX ∈ G′ have to be performed), and validation of ephemeral
and static public keys was omitted. Ironically, these three changes arepreciselywhat
led to the attacks described in§2.2 on the HMQV protocols.

(4) Resistance to key-compromise impersonation attacks.Both MQV and HMQV
are shown to fall to KCI attacks provided that the attacker, in addition to knowingÂ’s
static private key, can also learn the shared secretσB̂ (by issuing a state-reveal query).
This observation is used to justify the design principle of deriving the session key by
hashing the shared secret (which both MQV12 and HMQV do), and for advising im-
plementors to carefully protect and delete ephemeral information such as theσ values
(i.e., the attacker should not be able to get anyσ values via state-reveal queries).

(5) Resistance to disclosure of Diffie-Hellman exponents.Another reason for pro-
tectingσ values is that both MQV and HMQV-1 fall to certain attacks if the adversary
can obtain one of the ephemeral private keysx or y in addition toσ. No attacks are
known on MQV or HMQV-1 if only ephemeral private keys (and notσ values) are
divulged.

(6) Resistance to unknown-key share attacks.Kaliski [22] observed that the two-
pass MQV protocol is vulnerable to a UKS attack. One countermeasure, which is
mandated in NIST SP 800-56A [37], is to include the identities of parties in the key
derivation function, i.e.,K = H(σ, Â, B̂). Another countermeasure that was noted
in [28] is to use the three-pass MQV protocol. The attack is thwarted in this case
because partŷB would send a tag MACKm

(z, B̂, Ĉ, Y,X), whereasÂ would expect
a tag MACKm(z′, B̂, Â, Y ′, X ′). The trivial observation made in [26, 27] is that if
an adversary could learn the MAC keyKm via a state-reveal query, then she could
compute the appropriate tags and complete Kaliski’s UKS attack.

12MQV standards, including ANSI X9.63 [3] and NIST SP 800-56 [37], mandate the hashing of the shared
secret to form the session key. The MQV paper [28] also permits a hash function to be used in key derivation.
Page 130 of [28] states that the key derivation function does not have to be preimage resistant — this remark
was made under the assumption that the bitlengthl of the session key is at most half the bitlength of the group
orderq, in which case one would expect to try at least 2l preimages before finding the shared secretσB̂ that
corresponds to a given session keyK.
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(7) Perfect forward secrecy.It was observed in [26, 27] that no two-pass key agree-
ment protocol can achieve ‘full’ forward secrecy. This observation is thus not specific
to MQV, and in any case was already well known (e.g. see [8, 35]).

Summary. Of the seven weaknesses and explicit attacks on the MQV protocols re-
ported in [26, 27], the first three are non-attacks and in fact were incorrectly addressed
in the HMQV protocols, leading to fatal flaws. Attacks (4), (5) and (6) rely on the ad-
versary’s ability to learn secret information (other than ephemeral private keys) through
a state-reveal query; if this is a realistic threat in practice, then even HMQV-1 is inse-
cure. Finally, attack (7) is a well-known observation about the limited form of perfect
forward secrecy that can be attained in any two-pass protocol. We conclude that the
analysis performed in [26, 27] did not uncover any new weaknesses in the MQV pro-
tocols. In particular, no attacks are known on the MQV protocols as standardized in
NIST SP 800-56A [37].

5 Concluding remarks

The work of Canetti and Krawczyk [14, 15, 16, 25, 26] is widely acclaimed for its
development of a formal model and definition of secure key exchange. However, the
Canetti-Krawczyk model does have some deficiencies. On the one hand, an attack that
is legitimate in the model may not be a realistic threat in practice. On the other hand,
the model does not account for many realistic threats and often yields proofs that are
lengthy, open to misinterpretation, and of questionable value in practice.

Researchers who use the Canetti-Krawczyk model to analyze the security of key
establishment protocols should be careful not to rely exclusively on this analysis, and
in particular should not abandon old-fashioned cryptanalysis and prudent security en-
gineering practices. Standards committees and security engineers should not be mes-
merized by claims of provable security, nor should they be intimidated by technical
proofs.

Above all, the results of the present paper validate the main thesis of [23] that the
field of provable security is as much an art as a science.
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